
SuperSonic Trader: Instantly Executable Streamed 
FX Spot Prices from Multiple Sources

SuperSonic Trader (SST) provides access to the Streaming Spot and NDF liquidity of both 360Ts disclosed 
(360T TEX) business and the Anonymous ECN, 360TGTX.  SST can also be used to access FX Futures and 
Rolling Spot Futures on Eurex, allowing users to access a diverse array of liquidity through both bilateral and 
facilitated credit.

Smart Order Routing

Leveraging Smart Order Routing, SST helps to consistently facilitate best execution. By optimising for best 
price, fill ratio, hold times, slippage costs and market impact reduces overall transaction costs when executing 
Spot FX.

The 360T Smart Order Router offers a unique approach in routing clients to the best liquidity source while 
simultaneously supplying Market Makers with the critical information required to risk manage their book. 
Taker clients can choose to execute on a Full Amount basis with one Liquidity Provider (LP), or sweep across 
many LPs, without the need to toggle settings, while Makers are set up to accommodate both flow styles.
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Liquidity Access



  RFS FA
Compare Streaming Spot liquidity with RFS pricing 
in one GUI and benefit from increased market 
insight, particularly in less liquid or larger ticket 
sizes.

  Fast Orders
Quick order placement to join the top of book or 
capture mid-price.

  Price Improvements
Price improvements are passed onto Market 
Takers transparently.

  Price Configuration
View top of book pricing as a VWAP ladder of 
configurable amounts alongside depth of quotes or 
price-level aggregated liquidity. 

  Slippage Management Capabilities
360T’s slippage management capabilities 
empower you to control the cost of rejection/re-fill 
in fast-paced Spot markets by allowing execution 
within configurable price and time thresholds.

  Limit Management
SuperSonic Trader is integrated into 360T’s Risk 
Management Suite, which ensures trader or 
organisation level limits are conformed to, overall, 
or against each counterparty.

  Algorithmic Orders
360T’s TWAP algorithm locks in average price action 
over a time horizon, and is suitable for offloading 
large risk without signaling intention to the market. 
TCA reports enable you to appropriately measure the 
implementation of your strategy.

  Comprehensive Reporting
Gain access to extensive reporting on order routing 
and execution performance on liquidity pools.

  Full Customisation
Benefit from a flexible workspace, float currency 
pairs, and manage positions per user-defined trading 
session.

Key Points at a Glance
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